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A BSTRACT
Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) enable users to collaborate and interact together by sharing a common virtual environment.
Ensuring the global consistency of a virtual environment is very important to provide efficient collaboration between users. However,
users sharing a CVE may be scattered over different physical locations, so CVE systems have to guarantee the virtual environment
consistency despite network issues such as low bandwidth or network latency. Absolute consistency is nearly impossible to achieve
because it would prejudice the responsiveness of the system during
user interactions. So, CVE systems have to deal with a trade-off
between consistency and responsiveness of the system. This paper
presents a detailed survey of architectures and mechanisms used to
improve the consistency of a shared virtual environment. Architectures of CVE systems are studied according to their impact on
consistency. Contrary to previous state of the art reports, which
classify CVE systems according either to the network connections
or to the data distributions, we choose to examine both of these
two properties independently. This classification enables us to deal
with the increasing number of hybrid architectures that mix different architectural choices to meet their requirements. Consistency
maintenance mechanisms are also examined. First, a time synchronization must be achieved in order to enable users to perceive the
same state of the virtual environment at the same time. Second,
the virtual environment can be seen as a database shared by several
users, so CVE systems must manage users’ concurrent access to
shared virtual objects. Finally, we discuss about how CVE systems
can be improved to deal with performance constraints induced by
the use of mainstream networks such as DSL Internet access and by
security requirements of industrial users.
Index Terms: H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g.
HCI)]: Group and Organization Interfaces—Computer-supported
cooperative work; C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]:
Distributed Systems—Distributed applications; I.3.7 [Computer
Graphics]: 3-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Virtual reality
1

I NTRODUCTION

One of the main goals of Collaborative Virtual Environments
(CVE) is to enable users to work together in a natural way and to
provide them a truly interactive experience. Generally, each user
uses his own computer to have individual interaction capabilities or
to meet the others if they are not located at the same geographical
place. So, this collaborative work must be achieved over a local
area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN) between the
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users’ computers that we will call “nodes”. For example, in the case
of the French ANR project Collaviz1 , remote experts have to analyze together scientific data using an Internet connection through
a secured proxy. Such network connections have a strong impact
on the consistency of the shared virtual environment because they
delay the transmission of the virtual environment changes. While
some users of a CVE can interact through immersive devices, powerful computers, and high-bandwidth network connections, some
other users can share the same CVE trough simple workstations and
low-bandwidth network connections. Even if not powerful enough
computers or low-bandwidth network connections put some users
at a disadvantage, these users have the right to share the same state
of the virtual environment than the other users. Ensuring the CVE
consistency is the best way to make possible an efficient collaboration between users because it can avoid conflicts between several
user actions or misunderstandings when users perform collaborative tasks.
To define the consistency of a CVE, Delaney et al. [7] explain
that a CVE must be considered as a distributed database with users
modifying it in real-time. Consistency maintenance consists in ensuring that this database is the same for all the users, i.e. users
observe or interact with the same data. The consistency of a CVE
can be characterized by the following three criteria:
• synchronization: (1) time synchronization: an event (state
modification of a shared virtual environment) should happen
simultaneously on all the nodes. (2) spatial synchronization:
CVE objects should have the same location at the same time
on all the nodes.
• causality: events order must be the same for all the users.
• concurrency: conflicts can occur when users change the
same parameter of a virtual object at the same time. These
conflicts have to be managed to avoid that users make their
own modifications and have inconsistent states of the CVE.
Consistency is directly linked to system responsiveness. Responsiveness can be defined as the time needed by the system to respond
to user actions. Responsiveness during interactions can be quantified by the system latency, i.e. the time between a user action and
the system response. This latency is often due to the transmission
time over the network and to the processing delays of the events.
Improving the consistency of a CVE can increase latency during
interactions and vice versa. So, CVE systems must reach a tradeoff between consistency and system responsiveness.
Latency is especially a problem for highly interactive applications. Delaney et al. [7] present several values of latency found in
the literature. It seems that no consensus has been found about these
values. The maximum latency values fluctuate between 40 and 300
ms to ensure real-time interactions, and a maximum latency of 100
ms seems sufficient for most of the applications. These values also
depend on the jitter (the variation of the latency) of the system.
Roberts et al. [22] explain that jitter has a more significant impact
1 www.collaviz.org

on user performance than latency. It would be better to have a quite
high and constant latency (i.e. with a low jitter), rather than a lower
latency with a higher jitter.
In this paper, Section 2 describes the different architectures of
CVE systems and their impact on consistency and system responsiveness. Then section 3 examines the consistency maintenance
mechanisms used in CVE systems. Finally, section 4 concludes
and discusses what can be improved to maintain the consistency
in CVE systems that use mainstream networks and need secured
network connections.
2 S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Consistency and performance of a CVE are highly correlated with
its system architecture. For example, some architectures maintain a
strong consistency of the CVE but introduce latency during interactions. In contrast, other architectures accept a few inconsistencies
but offer a better responsiveness during interactions. Previous state
of the art reports classify CVE systems according either to how the
nodes are connected together [8, 13] or to how data are distributed
on these nodes [17, 9]. Although these two characteristics are often
interrelated, we chose to examine both of them independently for
our classification: the kind of network architecture (part 2.1) and
the kind of data distribution (part 2.2). This classification choice is
motivated by the fact that more and more hybrid solutions mix different architectural choices to meet their requirements. As different
communication protocols can be used to communicate information
during a session, we chose this third criterion to complete our classification (part 2.3).
2.1 Network Architecture
A CVE system is usually made up of several interconnected nodes
that can be geographically scattered. Each node can communicate
with the others through three main data transmission methods:
• unicast: transmission from one node to another one.
• broadcast: transmission from one node to all the others.
• multicast: transmission from one node to a subset of other
nodes.
Delaney et al. [8] distinguish two basic network organizations used for CVE systems: the peer-to-peer architecture and the
client/server architecture. They also introduce hybrid architectures
that combine these two solutions.
2.1.1 Peer-to-peer architecture
The peer-to-peer architecture enables fast communications between
pairs of users, because events are transmitted directly from one
node to another one (see Figure 1). So, it enables a few users to
have strong synchronization, and consequently closely coupled interactions. However, increasing the number of users will increase
hugely the number of messages transmitted on the network, especially when an unicast transmission is used (if the session contains N members, a node has to send N-1 messages to transmit one
event). Consequently, it is difficult to contact all the nodes at the
same time to transmit virtual environment changes. So, time synchronization and global consistency of the CVE may be difficult to
ensure. This kind of architecture appeared with the first CVE systems (Reality Build for Two [2] that connects only two computers,
MR Toolkit [24]) and is used in military applications (SIMNET [5],
NPSNET [18]).
2.1.2 Client/server architecture
This kind of architecture is based on a central server. All the nodes
get connected to this server (see Figure 2). The central server manages the communication between different nodes and stores data.
This kind of architecture enables the server to contact all the nodes
at the same time. So, time synchronization and CVE consistency

Figure 1: peer-to-peer architecture

Figure 2: client/server architecture

are easier to maintain than with the peer-to-peer architecture. However, when two users want to interact together, all the communications have to pass through the server, which increases latency during interactions. When the number of users increases, a bottleneck
can occur on the server due to too many communication requests,
so all the communications can be slowed down. For example, a
client-server architecture is used in: RING [11], BrickNet [25], and
ShareX3D [14].
2.1.3 Hybrid Architecture
To overcome the previous limitations, some systems propose an hybrid network architecture that uses both peer-to-peer connections
and one or several servers. For example, it is possible to speed up
communications between nodes by using peer-to-peer connections,
and it is possible to maintain a better consistency with a server.
In SPLINE [26], several servers share up-to-date information
(messages, events, etc.) with peer-to-peer connections between
these servers (see Figure 3). At the beginning of a session, the
session manager connects nodes to one of these servers, then nodes
only communicate with their assigned server. This solution avoids
the bottleneck on the server when the number of users increases,
and it makes it possible to easily connect nodes with slower or
secured connections. Indeed, each server can perform additional
processing such as compression or communication with a specific
protocol. However, the use of too many servers can increase the
system latency and the load of the servers.

Figure 3: several servers using peer-to-peer connections

Anthes et al. [1] suggest another hybrid architecture to facilitate collaboration between nearby users (according to their location
in the virtual environment) by reducing the latency between them.
Users are connected to the CVE through a server. When some users
come closer together in the virtual environment, temporary peer-topeer connections are established between these users to increase the
virtual environment consistency (see Figure 4).

modification request must pass through the server before returning to the user (see Figure 5(b)). Users can get annoyed
with this lack of responsiveness during interactions.
• With many users, a bottleneck can appear on the server because it has to send updates to all the nodes at the same time
(especially with unicast connections).

Figure 4: temporary peer-to-peer connections between close users

The OpenMASK platform [19] architecture is also an hybrid
one. It uses peer-to-peer connections to send updates and events
to nodes. It also uses a server to manage the identification of virtual
objects and to add dynamically nodes during a session.
CAVERN [16] is based on a generic interface that defines the
network connection and the data storage. Each node implements
this interface to make possible a communication with all the other
nodes. This node can act as a client or as a server, so any kind of
network architectures can be implemented with this framework.
2.2 Data Distribution
As stated by Macedonia et al. [17], the location choice of the virtual
environment data (i.e. geometric data, textures, etc.) is a critical decision when designing a CVE system. We must not only determine
which computers store this data, but also which computers execute
the processing related to each virtual object. We distinguish three
data distribution modes: the shared centralized world, the homogeneously replicated world and the partially replicated world (distributed world).
2.2.1 Shared centralized world
Some systems such as Vistel [28] use one database shared by all
the nodes. All the data relative to the virtual environment are stored
on a central server. Similarly, behaviors of the CVE objects are
executed on this server (see Figure 5(a)). Users log on the server
to join a session (it requires a client/server network architecture).
When a user wants to modify an object, his node sends a request
to the server. The server processes the modification request, then
transmits the up-to-date state of the object to all nodes, including
the one that asked for this modification (see Figure 5(b)).

2.2.2 Homogeneous replicated world
This kind of data distribution is used in many CVE systems (SIMNET [5], MR Toolkit [24]). All the nodes are initialized with the
same database that contains all the information about the virtual
environment (terrain, geometric models, textures, object behaviors,
etc.). Data can already be present on the node when the user logs
in (such as in most of the video games). Otherwise, data must be
replicated from a server, or from the other nodes already connected
to the session. During the session, the database evolves independently on each node and all object behaviors are executed locally
(see Figure 6(a)). Additionally, a synchronization mechanism can
be used to control executions of object behaviors on each node. To
maintain consistency, only object modifications and some special
events (collision between two objects, etc.) are transmitted on the
network in order to enable all nodes to update their database (see
Figure 6(b)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) executions of object behaviors and (b) object modifications in an homogeneous replicated world

This data distribution has two main advantages:
• The number and the size of messages transmitted on the network are really small because only update messages are sent.
• The latency is very low during user interactions. In fact, virtual object modifications are performed locally before being
sent to the other nodes by using update messages.
However, data replication also has drawbacks:

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) executions of object behaviors and (b) object modifications in a shared centralized world

This method ensures consistency between all the nodes and
avoids data replication, but it has two main drawbacks:
• During interactions, latency can increase when transmission
delays occur between the clients and the server. Indeed, each

• Data replication can introduce inconsistencies between users’
virtual environments because of delays or losses during the
transmission of update messages.
• Additional mechanisms must be provided to manage the concurrent access on each node. Indeed, a user can perform a
local modification of an object, but modification conflicts can
only be checked when the changes are transmitted to the other
nodes.
• This solution is not really appropriate for very large data sets
such as scientific data or complex CAD models, because each
node may manage its own large database.
• This approach is not really flexible, especially if users want to
add new objects in the initial database.
2.2.3 Partially replicated world (or distributed world)
Some CVE systems choose hybrid solutions between totally centralized and totally replicated data distributions in order to avoid
the drawbacks of these two solutions. These hybrid solutions distribute the data and their processing among the nodes. It reduces

the necessary resources and eases the consistency maintenance. In
the literature, these hybrid solutions are called partially replicated
world or distributed world. We present some hybrid solutions that
seem particularly interesting.
To avoid the duplication of all the data on each node, data can
be distributed on the network among these nodes. So the database
can be seen as a shared and distributed memory. In DIVE [10],
when a new user joins a collaborative session, only the necessary
objects are replicated on his node instead of downloading the whole
data of the virtual environment (see Figure 7). However, if this user
needs other objects during the session, they must be dynamically
downloaded.

Figure 7: Data partially replicated on each node

DIVE uses peer-to-peer connections to manage communication
between nodes (transmissions of messages or object data when
needed). DIVE also uses a server to backup the data distributed all
over the nodes, in order to save the state of the virtual environment
when a user logs out, and to restore this session later. This method
makes it possible to share CVE between many users and to share
a very large amount of data without necessarily duplicate this
data on each node. However, dynamic transmission of data and
consistency maintenance induce a high cost of communication
between nodes. When an object changes, update messages must be
sent to all the nodes even if they do not own this object. Indeed, a
node cannot know which node owns the modified object.
The main difficulty of this partially replicated world is to dynamically download data without disturbing user interactions. According to Lee et al. [15], two solutions can be used:

To reduce the cost of communications for the updates, BrickNet
[25] uses a server to keep information about the shared objects: access rights, ownership, etc. It uses a client/server architecture: the
server manages communication between nodes. Object behaviors
are executed on each node, and the server keeps a list of nodes that
share this object. When a user wants to modify an object, his node
must first ask the server for the modification rights on this object
(only one user can modify an object at the same time). When its
request is granted, it can modify locally this object. Then the new
state of the object is transmitted to the node that owns this object,
using a list of object owners on the server. With this approach, the
server makes it possible to ease the consistency maintenance and
to manage concurrent access to objects.
In OpenMASK [19], data of the virtual environment are replicated on each node. Each object behavior is executed only on
one node. To achieve this, OpenMASK [9] uses a referent/proxies
paradigm. The referent is assigned to a particular node and defines the object behavior. On the other nodes, proxies are created
to represent the object. A proxy provides the same interface as the
remote referent (same inputs, same outputs, etc.). However, there
is no processing done locally and the proxy is driven by its referent (see Figure 8(a)). The OpenMASK kernel [19] maintains the
consistency between the referent and its proxies. When a user manipulates an object with the referent on his node, first the object
is modified locally, second an update is sent to all the other nodes
(see Figure 8(b)). If the referent of the manipulated object is not
on his node, the object modification is computed first on the remote
node that owns the referent. Then this node transmits updates to all
the nodes, including the node that asked for the modification (see
Figure 8(c)). In this second scenario, transmission delays on the
network can introduce latency during interactions. However, this
solution makes it possible: (1) to combine the processing power of
all the nodes, (2) to ensure a better consistency of the virtual environment, and (3) to manage implicitly the concurrent access to the
objects (in a first step, only the referent can be modified).

(a)

(b)

• The prioritized transfer: this technique consists in selecting
first the objects that are in the user field of view, and transferring these objects using level of details (LODs) or multiresolution techniques. This solution maximizes graphical fidelity of the virtual environment as well as interactive performance by mediating graphical details and transmission overhead of the objects.
• Caching and prefetching the data that users will probably
need: it makes data immediately available when users ask
for it. However, this solution must predict efficiently which
objects will interest first a user to define a loading priority.
Generally, the distance between users and objects is used to
determine this priority, assuming that users will be interested
first by the closest objects. Other solutions suggest to add the
moving direction of users or to use the objects type to determine the users’ scope of interest. However, this prediction is
difficult to achieve with lots of objects.

(c)
Figure 8: (a) executions of object behaviors, (b) direct modification
of an object through its referent, and (c) modification of an object
through on of its proxies in OpenMASK.

CAVERN [16] also uses a kind of referent/proxies paradigm for
data distribution. Each object is defined by a “local key” on one
node and “remote keys” on the other nodes. All these keys are
linked together over a communication channel, so any modification
of one key is automatically propagated to all the others.

2.3 Communication protocols
Several protocols can be used to communicate the information
needed to maintain consistency between the nodes of a collaborative session. A protocol describes how the nodes will communicate
on the network. A network connection can be decomposed in three
layers: the network layer, the transport layer, and the application
layer. Usually, protocols for CVE systems are defined either in the
application layer or in the transport layer. The most commonly used
network layer protocol is IP (Internet Protocol).
2.3.1 Classical Protocols
TCP (Transport Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol) are the most commonly used transport layer protocols. TCP
ensures reliable transmissions between two nodes using a system of
acknowledgment and retransmission. TCP can only achieve unicast
transmissions. On the contrary, UDP sends data in a non-connected
mode: there is no way to verify the correct reception and the correct order of the packets. However, it can be useful to quickly send
data to several users (using broadcast or multicast transmissions).
Indeed, a new packet can be sent without having to wait that all the
previous packets have been received by all the concerned users. To
solve the reliability problems of UDP, SPLINE [26] and SIMNET
[5] send update messages with the whole state of the object (not
only the changes). If some messages are lost, an up-to-date object
state can be restored when a new message arrives. So there is no
need to retransmit lost packets.
According to Delaney et al. [8], the choice of the transport layer
protocol depends on the kind of interactions in the CVE. For punctual interactions that involve a transmission of a small amount of
information or an irregular transmission, it is better to choose UDP.
On the contrary, for persistent interactions that require a transmission of a large amount of information or a regular transmission, the
TCP protocol is most commonly used.
2.3.2 Multicast oriented Protocols
The first CVE systems have chosen to use transmissions based on
unicast or broadcast. For example, MR Toolkit [24] uses unicast
transmissions between nodes widely distributed over the Internet.
However, these solutions are not efficient when there are a lot of
users. As in SIMNET [5], broadcast transmissions may be problematic in the case of many nodes connected to the network: it
would submerge the network with unwanted data. Consequently,
researchers have proposed several solutions using multicast protocols. To achieve multicast transmissions, a solution is to use the
multicast IP network layer, which enables to send messages simultaneously to many recipients (on a non-reliable way). According to
Delaney et al. [8], this solution has several drawbacks:
• it can be difficult to implement efficient multicast on a pointto-point medium.
• many Internet routers are not able to support multicast.
• the number of user groups may be limited because of various
issues such as addressing, congestion control, or administration.
To overcome these problems, network overlays have been developed to provide IP multicast capability over networks that do not
offer multicast capability at the network layer. DIVE [10] and
NPSNET [18] use the “MBone” (multicast backbone) that creates
a virtual network providing multicast with encapsulations of multicast packets in normal IP packets.
2.3.3 Virtual Reality dedicated Protocols
Other application layer protocols use the transport and network
layer to optimize the transmissions of application-specific data. El
Zammar [9] lists several application layer protocols dedicated to
virtual reality applications:

Real-Time Protocol (RTP) provides network transport functionalities for applications transmitting real-time data such as video and
audio streaming, or simulation data. It supports both unicast and
multicast transmissions. Mauve et al. [21] propose a new protocol
RTP\I that adapts RTP for interactive applications. RTP\I uses four
types of packets to manage event communications, objects states
transmissions, state changes, and state queries.
Virtual Reality Transfer Protocol (VRTP [4]) is designed to
be a support for VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) in
the same way that HTTP is the HTML support. VRTP can be seen
as an extension of the HTTP protocol. Its main goal is to meet the
requirements of CVE, because HTTP is not sufficient to manage 3D
interactive objects. The VRTP approach proposes that a node can
take the role of a client, a server, or a peer. This node can be seen as
a client examining databases of other nodes, as a server responding
to requests from other nodes, and as a peer participating in a session
with groups of nodes speaking through multicast channels.
Distributed Worlds Transfer Protocol (DWTP [3]) is a specific
application protocol for sharing virtual environments over the Internet. It is based on standard protocols such as TCP/IP and UDP/IP.
It makes it possible to transport several types of data: events, messages, files and data streams. Events are used to ensure the virtual
environment consistency between the users. Messages are predefined events such as “join” or “leave” the virtual environment. A
file can be a 3D scene description, an object geometry, etc. It requires a reliable transport. Data streaming transmits a continuous
data stream such as audio or video. This data type does not require
a reliable transmission. The DWTP concept is based on daemons
and participants. The role of a daemon is to provide services to the
participants:
• the reliability daemon: detects transmission failures (for unreliable protocols like UDP).
• the retransmission daemon: transfers lost data by using unicast connections.
• the world daemon: transmits the virtual environment content
to new participants.
• the unicast daemon: extends the architecture for participants
unable to use a multicast channel.
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) comes from the SIMNET military simulation platform [5]. The DIS standard (IEEE
1278) defines specific messages called PDU (Protocol Data Units)
which communicate specific information to the nodes. A few PDU
are dedicated to user interactions with the virtual environment and
the others are used to transmit various data and actions on the virtual environment such as object apparitions, weapons fires, explosions, etc. DIS is very specific to the military simulation context
because message formats are dedicated to military simulation objects. In order to extend the scope of this protocol to non-military
applications, a new version called High Level Architecture (HLA)
has been proposed [6].
Interactive Sharing Transfer Protocol (ISTP [27]) has been
developed in the context of SPLINE [26]. ISTP can also be used
with other CVE systems. Each ISTP process acts as a client and as
a server. To communicate information about virtual objects, ISTP
is based on sub-protocols:
• the connection protocol: used to establish TCP connections
between two ISTP processes.
• the object state transmission protocol: used to transmit the
object states using unicast or multicast UDP connections.
• the data streaming protocol: used for the communication data
streams such as audio (based on RTP).

2.3.4 Industrial Environment Specific Protocols
For some industrial uses, classical or VR dedicated protocols are
not well adapted to modern security constraints. For example,
ShareX3D [14] has to deal with firewalls that support only the
HTTP protocol. So ShareX3D proposes to use the “long polling”
technique for server-to-client and client-to-server-to-client communications (ShareX3D uses a client/server architecture). This technique is used to overcome the fact that HTTP does not allow requests from the server to the client. The “long polling” can be divided in four steps:
• The client sends a connection request to the server.
• As long as the server has no event to send to the client, the
connection is kept open.
• Once the server has an event to send to the client, it transmits
it with the open connection. Then the connection is automatically closed.
• The client immediately re-sends a new connection request to
the server, and so on.
Establishing a new connection after sending each message is slow,
so it may introduce latency during user interactions when events
need to be sent with high frequency rates.
3 C ONSISTENCY M AINTENANCE M ECHANISMS
In addition to the system architecture and to the communication
protocol, some mechanisms can be used to improve the virtual environment consistency. First, we present time synchronization mechanisms that enable each node to process CVE changes at the same
time. Second, we examine different solutions used to manage the
concurrent access to virtual objects.
3.1 Synchronization
Time is a fundamental element of a CVE. The notion of time can
differ from one application to another. Delaney et al. [7] distinguish
two different notions of time in CVE:
• Absolute time: the time of a CVE can be based on a clock
periodically synchronized between each node, based on the
coordinated universal time (UTC).
• Logical or virtual time: the time of a CVE can be based on a
logical clock that is not precisely synchronized between each
node as proposed by Jefferson [12]. This time can be seen
as an ordered event sequence. When no new event occurs, it
stays the same.
The relationship between time and consistency is very important.
In a perfectly consistent CVE, all the users perceive the same state
at the same absolute time. However, this perfect case can never
happen because of network latency. Delaney et al. [7] list different solutions to improve consistency over time according to the
required responsiveness for interactions.
3.1.1 Lockstep Synchronization
The lockstep synchronization used in RING [11] or OpenMASK
[19] is the easiest way to ensure the consistency of a CVE. It consists in stopping nodes until all of them have processed the current
simulation step. So, each node does not increment its logical clock
until all the other nodes have acknowledged that they are ready for
the next simulation step. This solution avoids roll-backs because it
imposes that events are processed in the correct order. However, it
guarantees consistency but not in real-time. If there are delays or
losses during transmissions, the time spent to wait increases, and
the system responsiveness breaks down. Furthermore, simulation
steps are not necessarily constant, so the system jitter can be substantial.

3.1.2 Imposed Global Consistency
This technique consists in delaying the processing of both local and
remote events. The delay is the same for all the nodes, its value is
usually defined according to the maximum values of the network
latency. This delay makes it possible to increase the probability
that the remote events are received before processing all the events
of a simulation step. This method makes possible a strong global
consistency between all the nodes with an absolute clock. However, this solution introduces interaction latency which value varies
according to the network characteristics. This latency is constant
during the whole session.
3.1.3 Delayed Global Consistency
Contrary to the imposed global consistency, the goal of this technique is to maintain an asynchronous consistency. Users perceive
the same state of the virtual environment, but not at the same time.
Each event is marked with a “timestamp” (using a logical clock).
Each node manages its logical clock. So the state of a CVE can be
rebuilt locally with the events right order. However, this delayed
consistency can disturb collaborative tasks (users may not perceive
the same virtual environment at the same time).
3.1.4 Time Warp Synchronization
“Time Warp” synchronization proposed by Jefferson [12] is an optimist technique, which consists in processing each event as soon
as it arrives. Events are also marked with a “timestamp”. When an
event is received with an older “timestamp” than the event that has
just been processed, the mechanism must cancel the processing of
all the events with a most recent “timestamp” (roll-back). Then it
processes again all these events to catch up with the current time.
Moreover, it must send messages to cancel incorrect messages sent
during the deprecated execution (roll-back propagation).
This synchronization method makes possible low latency interactions. However, it can only be used when roll-backs happen
rarely, because they are extremely annoying for users. Several systems propose to quickly display several key-frames during the reexecution of events to facilitate the users’ understanding. Finally,
this method requires to store the received events to re-execute them
in case of roll-back.
3.1.5 Predictive Time Management
This method proposes to predict events and to send them on the network before they occur. This concept was first proposed by Roberts
et al. [23] in the PARADE system to manage the consistency when
users collaborate through a network with inherent latency. Obviously, this mechanism can not be applied to all the virtual environment objects because some objects are not predictable. Particularly,
user actions are difficult to predict. For example, PARADE uses this
method for collision detection.
Events are predicted locally, marked with a “timestamp” and sent
to other nodes, where these events will be processed at the appropriate time (defined by the “timestamp”). This predictive management is interesting only if the time between the sending of the predicted event and its processing is higher than the network latency.
Otherwise the message will arrive too late to be processed. If the
prediction is false, the system needs to make roll-backs to resolve
mistakes. To minimize roll-backs in PARADE, predicted events are
sent “just-in-time” by using estimations of network delays: network
delays are determined by the study of the RTT (Round-Trip Time)
of the network.
3.1.6 Server Synchronization
In client/server architectures, the server can be used to synchronize
events using a logical clock. In ShareX3D [14], the server maintains a “state number” for each object of the CVE. When the server
receives a change for an object, it increases the “state number” of

this object. Nodes also maintain a “state number” for each object
corresponding to the last update messages received for this object.
When a node asks the server for new changes about an object (see
“long polling” in 2.3.4), it sends the local “state number” for this
object. If this “state number” is older than the server one, the server
sends back an update message with the new “state number” value.
Otherwise, the node is up-to-date and its request stays in standby.
This solution provides a simple way to ensure that nodes have
the most recent object states, but it does not guarantee that all
events will be received and processed by nodes. This is not an issue in ShareX3D because the server sends whole states of objects,
so nodes can restore the state of an object with only one update
message.
3.2 Concurrency control
The centralized data distribution ensures an implicit control of concurrent access to CVE objects, because this data can be changed
only on the server. It is the same for systems that use a referent/proxies paradigm as OpenMASK [19], because only the referent of an object can be modified by users. However, when data
is distributed on each node (homogeneous or partially replicated
worlds), the users can access and modify objects locally before
these changes are transmitted to other users. So it is necessary
to explicitly manage the users’ concurrent access to these objects
to avoid inconsistencies in the virtual environment. When an object can be modified by only one user at the same time (noncollaborative interactions), Lee et al. [15] distinguish three kinds
of mechanisms to manage the concurrent access:
• pessimistic mode, as in BrickNet [25]: This mode ensures
that only one user can modify an object at the same time with
a lock system. When a user wants to manipulate an object, he
asks to become its owner. An object has only one owner. So if
the object already has an owner, the user has to wait until this
owner releases the ownership of this object. Only the current
owner of an object can modify it. In this way, no concurrent
access to an object can occur. However, when the network
latency or the number of users are high, the necessary time to
acquire the ownership of an object can be long and therefore
introduces latency during interactions. BrickNet [25] uses the
server to save which user is the owner of each object. This
mode is difficult to set up in the case of a peer-to-peer architecture. Indeed, when a node requests the ownership of an
object, it must ask all the other nodes if they own this object.
• optimistic mode: This mode enables users to modify objects
without checking the potential concurrent access on these objects. So users can have low latency interactions with these
objects. However, when a conflict occurs, it is necessary to
make a correction. It can be complex and also requires that
users perform their actions again.
• prediction based mode, as in PARADE [23] or ATLAS [15]:
This mode consists in predicting for each object which users
may manipulate this object to prioritize these potential owners. If the prediction is false for a user (he is not interacting
with the object), it gives the ownership of the object to the
next user on the list of potential owners. Generally, this prediction is based on the position and the user behavior (where
they move, where they look, etc.).
In several applications, it may be useful to enable several users to
manipulate a same object at the same time. Margery et al. [20]
classify collaborative interactions into three categories:
• Only one user can manipulate an object at the same time. So
the previous modes of concurrency control can be used.

• Several users can modify simultaneously independent parameters of a same object. So the previous modes of concurrency
control can be adapted to each parameter of the objects.
• Several users can modify simultaneously co-dependent parameters of a same object. Other mechanisms must be used to
combine user actions to modify appropriately the object.
4

C ONCLUSION

We have presented a state of the art of architectures and mechanisms used in the CVE systems to maintain virtual environment
consistency without disturbing user interactions. We have seen that
not only the network architecture, but also the data distribution (i.e.
where data is stored and executed on the network) have a strong
impact on this consistency. We have presented mechanisms that enable CVE systems to achieve a time synchronization between users
or to manage the concurrent access to the data of a CVE. Table 1
presents a synthesis of the solutions used in some CVE systems to
efficiently maintain consistency.
This state of the art report can help to determine the most adapted
system architecture in order to meet the specific requirements of a
new CVE. However, this report also shows that a universal solution,
which would meet the requirements of all the CVE systems, does
not exist yet.
We are currently involved in the French ANR project Collaviz
in which we are designing a new system architecture dedicated to
collaborative scientific visualization. The project requirements impose to deal with a large amount of scientific data computed on
a cluster, secured connections, standard networks, and mainstream
hardware. This state of the art report may help us to find a good
trade-off between the CVE consistency and the system responsiveness according to these requirements.
The large field of applications of the Collaviz project incites us to
design flexible solutions. About data distribution, we expect to enable users to dynamically choose which model must be used. This
choice will be made at the object level rather than at the application level, because all the objects of a virtual environment do not
necessarily have the same need for consistency. About consistency
maintenance, we expect to manage several groups of synchronization to enable all the users to interact in the CVE event if they have
hardware limitations such as low processing power or low network
capabilities.
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